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Welcome ! 
Thank you for embarking on this exciting journey

with me. Im Jane Thomson Interior Designer , Decorator

& Stylist.

 

I’m so looking forward to helping you to create,

unique and beautiful new spaces with you.

 

This package, is a powerful, comprehensive

and quick way to kick start you on your design

 journey.... lets get stuck in shall we?....
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Planning of your space. 

Creating fabulous seating configurations,

Specifying the style of furniture,accessories and lighting that will work in your space..

Creating a totally new design direction that you want to run with.

Lighting plans & Advice.

Paint colours, or wallpaper suggestions 

Advice on kitchen and bathroom revamping.

Fittings fixtures and finishes that you’ll be requiring for any room in your home or office space

Or, you just need an experienced professional design expert as an advocate or a sounding

board to make sure that you’re travelling with your space in the right direction....Just ask me !

In our 2 hour session, I’ll walk through your space in person or via Zoom and work through 

your targeted major design dilemmas, and or just provide you with cohesive, doable advice.. 

whether its......

Your Investment ? $1,149 

How I  help you..
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Before we meet for your power packed consult, I’ll need some information from you.. 

What I need from you : 
This is super important to make sure you get the most out of 

our time together.. so please read the list below.. 7 easy steps ..it won’t take long!

1: Go to the link on my website www.jane-thomson.com.au 

  and pay for your  DD 2 hour power session

 

2: Your physical address and email address & telephone number for contact.

3: A detailed brief of what you’re trying to achieve, your design dilemma, basically 

anything design related that you need a hand with to create your dream space!

 

4: Images, Take some images  of your space that you’re looking to make some magic with. 

5: Tell me about you? Who are you? A brief rundown of you and your family. How many 

live in the space, any special needs?  This helps me exponentially ,and allows you to squeeze

as much information out of our consultation

6: If possible a set of plans or real estate plans OR If you can't find one, provide a basic 

dimension of the space. Wall height & wall width dimensions . if you’re not handy with 

the humble tape measure .. Don’t worry I can do this for you on the consultation!

7: We set a date and time to start your.  exciting new design journey!

You can enter your detail to our form on the website On our DD section ..

 @ www.jane-thomson.com.au 

         OR  you can email me  :  jane@jane-thomson.com.auLe
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What happens after our spectacular design consultation or Zoom meeting?
 
We’ve "deep dived" into your unique needs.. We’ve already repositioned furniture or decided on a direction for your unique

circumstances, or colours may have been selected and you’re ready to go! Don't worry your initial consult is just the tip of

the iceberg.. theres allot more  for me to do!  After your consult I spend considerable time sourcing and curating , furniture

fittings or fixtures to complete your awesome new look!

Deliverables...

1: After your consultation our report package is prepared recapping all the topics that we covered in our session. Also any

other tips and tricks you’ll find helpful in moving forward with your design. 

2: Within 48 hours you’ll receive your  detailed personalised report , and look book, featuring a digital moodboard and

hyperlinks . Showcasing examples of items curated to work in with your space. For example .. cushions, sofas, wallpapers,

tiles .. whatever’s required to help you complete your stunning new space.  Also provided is an excel spreadsheet with

addresses :& dimensions of the item I’ve specified .. Check out page 10 for a mood board example!

3:  Some clever little videos with some tricks and tips to help you in other areas of your home or office.

4: Your 2 hour consultation package is delivered to you via email or drop box YAY!!

5: Any questions? Included is  a one off FREE 20 minute call to me to chat about any concerns or questions. PLUS! A 14

day VIP access via email!! 

After our spectacular
2 Hour Consultation!
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A Dedicated shopping trip. I shop with you and specify items that you’re struggling with.

Another few hours at your home to help you with a new area in your home. 

Need new joinery or kitchen designed.

Require an external colour scheme specified.

Specification of new flooring 

An internal colour scheme to work with your new look?

Specification of kitchen finishes and fixtures and or a new kitchen design & MORE!

 
If you require more in depth Design direction .. and still not requiring a Full

service package. These could include… 
1 hour Zoom or Phone Call.
     

@ $185 + GST per hour 
   

I drill down on your special concerns

and provide you with more clarity and clear 

guidance to help you on your way.

5, 10  & 20 hour  Packages.

"Designer On Call" Menu

 

 

If you're needing some extra one on one time with me don’t worry Ive got you covered!

 

5 hour package :   
$1175

10 hour package :  
$2145 

20 hour package:  
$4100 
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When can I book my 2 hour package?
     
After you’ve paid for your 2 hour consult online. I call and email you 

to set up a time that’s convenient for you to embark

on your design journey.

What if I need to ask a question pertaining to 
the report?

No problem! Included in your fee is a free 20 minute follow up call 

to check in with you re the work that we’ve completed.

Can you work with my existing furniture pieces?   

Of course! I love to use clients existing

pieces IF they work in with your grand design. We can 

also repaint or repurpose the piece.

FAQS: 

What if I can’t fit every design dilemma I
need addressed in my2 hour session? 

Don’t worry you can always

purchase 1 extra hour or a pack of 5, 10 or 20

hours to complete your design vision

What if I need to postpone our consultation?
    
No problem. As long as you can give me at

least 24 hour’s notice
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How many rooms can we cover in the session?
     
Only one room at a time. So you receive a more cohesive,

well crafted product.

But all good! If the 2 hour consult doesn't provide enough time for

your design dilemmas you can always add a bolt on of a 1 - 5  or 10

hour package! 

Too easy ..

Or you can buy more packages. You're welcome to book a free 

 discovery call with  Jane HERE so we can advise you on the most

economical package for you.  You may be better off with a package

of hours.. Just book that call , as we cant wait to help you.

When can I expect to receive my package? 

After our consultation, it normally takes from between 48 - 72 hours

 to complete your mood board and report. 

Every effort is taken to deliver your fabulous package to you as quickly as

possible. Don't forget we're as  excited as you are, for you to see the

results!!

 

What if I find I want more time at the consultation?
Thats easy! We can add on an extra hour . We take payments 

in site so we can keep moving on your stunning new grand design 

FAQS: 
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Payment must be made in full before booking your 2 hour consultation

If at the time of consultation an Add on is from the "Designer On

Call" menu . This must be paid in full at the consultation before

work commences.

A free call is included in the package. The call is capped at 20

minutes. If extra time is required clients can purchase a further

one hour package. Its at the discretion of the designer 

Your 2 hour package consists of the topics addressed at the

time of your consultation. Only the topics that are addressed on

site will be addressed by your designer. Subsequent topics can

be addressed by purchasing another suitable package.

     

to continue the call past the 20 minute increment. Long calls

over 20 minutes may be purchased , as seen on our designer on

Call package page 6.

 

 

T's & C's 
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Design Democracy is a DIY guided interior design

package.  

It is not a full service design package . Whilst some items

may be fully specified some will not. The items that are not

fully specified will be indicative of or of the same look/

finish/ design/ price. 

By purchasing your 2 hour consultation you agree

 

This is due to the low cost of the package. If your needs 

suit a more comprehensive & tailored solution you may buy

extra hours and or purchase a full service design package.

See our "Designer on Call" Menu page 6.

      to all the terms and conditions.
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Mood Boards

A Digital Mood board allows you to see examples of items
that we've  specified for your unique space. A Mood board  
allows you to visualise your space ,with clarity and fun!

An excel spreadsheet containing all of the items we've specified

for your space

Retailers addresses and pricing 

Our comprehensive report

Tips and tricks pertaining to your unique space

Some cheeky videos to help you with your styling

Along with you moodboard you also receive : 

       

Relax..Youre in expert hands..
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We're now good to go, 
I can't wait to help you !
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